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Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)



Toward unsupervised single-shot diffractive imaging of 
heterogeneous particles using X-ray free electron lasers 
!
Hyung Joo Park, et al., Optics Express (2013)
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weak signal: collect many data from same (mass produced) particle



weak-signal roadmap for single particle imaging

target
rotational 

parameters 
source

✓ 2D shadowgraph 1 table-top

✓ 3D shadowgraph 1 table-top

✓ aligned crystal 1 table-top

unaligned crystal 3 synchrotron

unaligned microcrystal 3 synchrotron

single particle 3 XFEL



Cornell weak-signal x-ray experiments

Solving structure with sparse, randomly-oriented x-ray data 
Philipp, et al., Optics Express (2012)
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Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm 
to reconstruct intensity pattern (mask)

1. Start with random intensity pattern. 
!
2. Determine rotational probability distribution, of each data frame, 
    based on current pattern. 
!
3. Obtain new pattern by summing photons in all frames, each 
    averaged with respect to its rotational probability distribution. 
!
4. Return to step 2 until iteration limit is exceeded.



results
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3D shadowgraphy



aligned crystal

C78H120Mo2N6O 

1.35 kDa 

(1mm)3

“powder pattern” (290,000 frames)



48 photons / frame

identical views
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EMC algorithm convergence



Reconstruction

Reconstruction
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unaligned crystal (simulation)

tetragonal lysozyme 
78×78×37 Å3

5×106 frames 
100 photons / frame



simulated data frame



log intensity





Homeopathists

Kartik Ayyer 
table-top exp.

Hyung Joo Park 
LCLS soot exp.

Duane Loh 
EMC simulation

Sol Gruner support

Ti-Yen Lan 
synchr. exp.


